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HRD Government of India reminded all that our existence in this free, prosperous country is thanks to the 

sacrifices made by millions of freedom fighters, who braced violence peacefully, suffered atrocities with 

silent but eloquent bravery, and stoically sacrificed their personal gain for the future generations that is all 

of us.  The free air that we breathe in this country is therefore the gift we got from our past few generations, 

who martyred themselves so that we have a bright future.     

As the students in our educational institutions come with stars in their eyes and dreams about the future 

that are going to have, it is essential that they know our past, the sacrifices made by the thousands of 

martyrs who have made this dream possible.  When we remember them, and understand what toil has 

gone into making of our country, we understand the responsibility cast on us to use this precious gift of 

freedom with care.     

What a better day than this Independence Day to remind all our students about this?  That’s why 

Government has decided to celebrate “Azaadi 70” “Independence 70” from 9th to 23 August 2016.     

As an initiation to this the NSS and department of Physical education gave a call to all the students to 

assemble at 4’o clock before the round building in kabadi court to organize the rally.  On that day nearly 

800 students from different branches and 211 NSS volunteers, SPORTS, and others assembled.       

On our invitation Vice principal DR. G.Hampamma started the rally with a green flag and NSS program 

officer had given patriotic slogans.  Physical Director R.Rajesh Williams with his students participated with 

the rally with great enthusiasm and spirits.  Students also carried a banner and national flags to 

focus on the theme of ‘YAADKAROQURBANI’.  The rally started from the college and it reached 

the angallu centre and the students made a ‘MANAVAHARAM’ and given loudly the patriotic slogans 

showing their patriotism. The students after 10 minutes they came back to the college.  The villagers of 

angallu also seen the rally and expressed their support’s. Principal Dr. C. Yuvaraj gave a message that every 

Indian should have patriotism.    In this event nearly 2000 families of Angallu got inspired and got awareness.    



    

Under the NSS CELL, Madanapalle Institute of Technology & Science, Madanapalle observed 
70th Independence rally in Angallu on 23rd of this month as a response to the call of our 
Honorable Prime Minister Narendra Modi. Vice Principal Dr. G. Hampamma  waved the flag to 
start the rally. Students of the college are formed as a human chain to explain the importance 
of Independence Day. Dr. Raju, NSS Cell officer and Physical Director Williams took part in this event. 



     


